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• Even simple judgments – such as 
lightness - depend on substantial 
interpretation of the image data carried 
out by brain circuits

• The vision science has been influential in 
developing principles for other 
neuroscience fields and artificial 
intelligence

• Vision science fundamentals are 
important for the entire imaging industry

(Anderson and Winawer, 
Nature, 2005)

Vision and computation
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Main points

• The human brain – its special properties

• Progress in measuring the human brain with magnetic 

resonance imaging

• Mis-wiring at birth:  Amazing recovery

• Damage a few years later: Not much recovery

• Diagnosing the human brain: Reading circuitry



MRI instrumentation

MRI instrumentation can be 
used in many ways to learn 
about brain tissue, structure, 
and activity



Cortical computational elements

6

Brain computations depend 
on a variety of cells; one 
important cell type, the 
neurons, have their cell 
bodies located in the cerebral 
cortex (gray matter).

The cortex is a sheet (2-4 
mm thick) of tissue that 
covers the surface of the 
brain; other subcortical 
regions and types of cells 
matter too!

image from Graham Johnson

§ Neurons/mm3: 104-106

§ Cortical Neurons:  1011

§ Synapses/neuron: 103

§ Cortical Synapses: 1014

§ Surface area of each 
hemisphere: 20 x 30 cm2

Neuron: impulse-conducting cell; bodies are in the cerebral cortex
Axon: a thin fiber that carries the output impulses from a neuron
Dendrite: a branching process of a neuron that receives impulses from 
other neurons
Synapse: The point of connection between neurons



Long-range communication architecture (tracts) 

Courtesy Professor Ugur Ture

• There are many long-
range connections

• These connections 
are not passive – they 
change their 
properties in 
response to use

• A system with active 
wires



The human brain

macaque
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Image adapted from J. Horton

1: 15: 3000 (volume ratios)

• Brains differ

• Check which 
system was 
measured



Human functional and anatomical MRI

• Human visual cortex – some 
things we know that we didn’t 
know when I started



The early fMRI experiments

Gary Glover from Radiology
Dave Rumelhart
Mike Shadlen
Me



Many more meetings...



Macular 
stimulation

Perimacular 
stimulation

Remarkable progress from PET to advanced MRI in 25 years 
m
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Human eccentricity mapping with fMRI
(Engel et al., 1994,1997; Sereno; Tootell, DeYoe; Others)

• Inflated brain
• Gray/white 

are sulci/gyri



Pseudo-color representation of visual field map



Angular measurements delineate visual field map boundaries



Combining eccentricity and angle data yields maps



Visual field map reviews

• Maps tile a lot of the back 
part of the brain

• The maps appear to be 
specialized for important 
stimuli – motion, depth, 
faces, navigation

• We have learned how to 
find the positions to within 
a couple of millimeters just 
from the anatomy



Mis-wiring at birth
The case of a missing optic chiasm 
(Hoffman et al., 2012)



LH

Right visual field Left visual field

The axonal pathways from the eye to brain

• The optic nerve from 
each eye meets in the 
optic chiasm

• Half the fibers cross to 
the other side of the 
brain

(seen from bottom)



• The chiasm is visible in a 
standard anatomical 
image

The optic chiasm



Diffusion MRI (dMRI)

• We can measure the axonal 
pathways using another 
MRI modality, diffusion 
MRI (dMRI) coupled with 
computational algorithms 
(tractography)



• Eye movement 
(nystagmus)

• Discovered during 
routine testing for 
nystagmus

• Resolved after a 
few weeks

A subject without a chiasm (Achiasmic)



Right visual field Left visual field

Achiasmic axonal pathways from the eye to brain

• For this subject, the optic 
nerves do not cross!

• The right eye sends 
signals only to the right 
brain, and the left eye 
only to the left brain

(seen from bottom)



FMRI confirms 
that the right and 

left visual fields are 
overlaid in cortex

Right hemisphere Left hemisphere

L hemisphere

Left visual field
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Summary – the system view

1. A genetic defect that disrupts 
crossing at the chiasm signaling 
causes a developmental 
reorganization in visual cortex. 

2. Despite the profoundly 
disrupted maps, the rest of the 
brain figures out what to do.  



Brain plasticity and stability



Gregory’s patient SB

• Born in 1900, lost site in both eyes 
because of corneal infections
• Prior to 2 years of age; kept 
bandaged to reduce puss
• Went to a school for the blind to 
learn a trade; married
• Received a corneal graft in London 
at the age of 52



Gregory’s patient SB

Quite recently he had been 
struck by how objects changed 
their shape when he walked 
round them. He would look at a 
lamp post,  walk round it, stand 
studying it from a different 
aspect, and wonder why it looked 
different and yet the same.  
(Gregory, 1974, p. 111)



Brain plasticity



Michael May
(images courtesy Michael May)

Images from Michael May, Sendero Group

• Chemical explosion (3 yrs old)
• One eye lost; other cornea (and limbic stem cells) destroyed

• Blind (no contrast or form) from age 3 through 46 



Recovered sight?
(images courtesy Michael May)

Limbic stem cells 
and corneal 
replacement



84 m

• Similar to controls at 
low spatial frequency

• Substantially worse 
above 0.25 cpd

• Constant for the 7 
years following surgery

Controls

MM

Perceptual contrast sensitivity functions
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In development, timing Matters: The search for miracle cures

Recovery from early blindness
(Gregory and Wallace, 1963)



Specializations of brain function

Wandell et al. 2007, New Encyclopedia of Neurosciences

Reading-
specific loss

Damage to small regions of 

gray matter can produce very 

specific cognitive problems, 

such as face-blindness, loss 

of color vision, loss of motion 

perception, or loss of 

reading ability

MOTION
MOTION



MM

AAB

Motion selective cortex 

• Responds powerfully

• Is organized as a map

• Has the same size as in 

controls

14 deg
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Diagnosing the reading circuitry

Long-range neural 
connections for reading



Inferior fronto-occipital fasciculum

150 Directions, 2 mm3, B=2000 projected on a 1 mm3 T1 anatomical image

Franco Pestilli 2014 - Stanford University

White matter fascicles are generated
by step-wise sampling of local diffusion information

Left 
IFOF
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Major components of the reading pathway
Wandell and Le (2017)

Learning to See Words
B.A. Wandell, A. Rauschecker and J. 
Yeatman (2012).
Annual Review of Psychology Vol. 
63, pp.31-53.

The goal: Diagnosis
Identifying the locations 
and responses in a poor 
reader that differ 
significantly from 
measurements in good 
readers 



Diffusion (FA) changes differs between good and poor readers

• Measured brain and behavior at 4 
time points (data management!)

• The first measurements predict 
reading over the next few years

• The rate and direction of FA 
development differs between good 
and poor readers in both the 
Arcuate and the ILF

Blue:  Good readers
Red:   Poor readers

More 
linear

(FA)

More 
circular

Fractional 
anisotropy 
(displaced)



Diffusion (FA) changes differs between good and poor readers

Mean FA 
development 

slopes

Left ILF

Fractional 
anisotropy

Age• Measured brain and behavior at 4 
time points (data management!)

• The first measurements predict 
reading over the next few years

• The rate and direction of FA 
development differs between good 
and poor readers in both the 
Arcuate and the ILF



Correlations between tract diffusion change and seeing words 

• Development measured 
by dMRI in the ILF and 
Arcuate, but not others 
tracts, correlates with  
the ability to rapidly see 
words

• This is one reason we 
think that the wires are 
active, changing  in 
response to learning and 
memory

r = 0.51

(Yeatman et al., 2012, PNAS)
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Neuroprognosis

• Simple models that combine tissue 

properties from two tracts (ILF and 

AF) predict measured reading skill

• The predictions are not yet useful; 

they are statistically reliable

r = 0.66 
(43%)
7-11 yrs

Predicted reading score
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Predicting reading scores from rate of white matter 
development

(Yeatman et al., 2012)



Connectionism:  Mismatch hypothesis

VOT 
Specialized processing for 
faces, words, other things

General 
visual 
inputs



Connectionism:  Mismatch hypothesis

General 
visual 
inputs



Computational neuroimaging: Reading circuitry
• We have made progress in computational neuroimaging 

methods, so that we have the maps and some 
computational methods for key properties (pRF)

• We can follow responses to words up to VOT cortex in 
living human subjects at mm resolution; using dMRI we 
can identify the major tracts that carry these signals and 
that the cortex learns to recognize words using these 
circuits

• We hope to build computational models based on these 
MR measurements of the reading circuits, relating the 
neuroimaging measures to behavior, and to understand 
the biological reasons for success and failure of the 
reading circuitry in each child



Data status at the CNI (03/11/2018)

People
900      scientists
7000    research subjects
70         research groups

MRI data
16,000   scan sessions
150,000 acquisitions
67,000   fMRI
13,488   T1 anatomical
6700      diffusion
600        spectroscopy • Full stack web interface

• Google Cloud Platform or on-prem
• SDK for searching, downloading, classifying and processing data
• Docker and Kubernetes for cloud-scale computing
• Object storage (next quarter)
• User rights management, MongoDB, Rest API




